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Press Release: GOVERNOR HOBBS SIGNS HISTORIC SB1197 IN SPECIAL CEREMONY: 
RELIEVING ARIZONA FAMILIES FROM EXCESSIVE FEES 

 
(PHOENIX, AZ) – In a landmark moment yesterday, Governor Katie Hobbs gathered youth justice advocates 
and the team from Stand for Children Arizona for a ceremonial signing of SB1197. The bill signals a significant 
move towards justice by eliminating excessive administrative fees in juvenile court. 
 
“These fees put unnecessary financial stress on children and their families when they should be focused on 
rehabilitation. They hold individuals back at a time in their life when what they really need is help moving 
forward,” remarked Governor Hobbs during the ceremony. "I want to say a special thank you to Stand for 
Children," said Hobbs, singling out the organization for their efforts on advocating for children and families. 
"Their persistence and dedication is truly admirable." 
 
With the passage of SB1197, Arizona's youth will no longer be charged administrative fees for things like 
access to public defenders and setting up payment plans. As a result, countless individuals will be saved from 
being saddled with debt, paving the way for them to make a fresh start without the looming threat of these 
unfair fees. 
 
The bill passed the legislature with overwhelming bipartisan support, demonstrating Arizonians commitment 
to fair and logical reforms in the criminal justice system – especially for the most vulnerable.  
 
“We are particularly grateful to bill sponsor Senator David Gowan, co-sponsor Representative Alma 
Hernandez, Governor Hobbs and the entire legislature for this strong bipartisan support,” stated Rebecca Gau, 
Stand for Children Arizona Executive Director. “Our heartfelt thanks also go out to the many Arizona youth and 
families who bravely shared their stories and took a stand against these unjust fees." 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
Stand for Children Arizona is a nonprofit advocacy organization that focuses on empowering and educating 
parents, teachers, and community members to become active leaders and serve as a voice for children at the 
state and local level. Our mission is simple: to ensure that all children, regardless of their background, graduate 
from high school prepared for, and with access to, a college education. For more information, visit 
www.stand.org/arizona 
 
 

FOR PHOTOS FROM THE BILL SIGNING CEREMONY, AS WELL AS VIDEOS ABOUT THIS TOPIC, VISIT: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IomvGT0wBVMEmj5nDaMn-rTBdxWgJbC_?usp=drive_link 
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